
Different. By Design.

BRAND POSIT IONING
Designed for the “always-on” global travelers who love open 

spaces, open thinking, and open expression. Aloft views style 

as a necessity, ensures connectivity keeps up with tech-forward 

experiences, and infuses social scenes with vibrancy, so guests can 

stay inspired and continue innovating.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Self Expresser. Self-Expressers don’t need to be part of a 

group.  They’re confidently social, are the first to try something 

new and share buzz-worthy ideas.  They’re the next generation of 

traveler: global & tech-savvy, with an eclectic style they’re not afraid 

to show.

BRAND VALUE S
Sassy | Savvy | Space

F+B  OFFE RINGS
re:fuel by Aloft: 24 Hours Grab and Go café with hot and cold items.
WXYZ Bar: featuring signature craft cocktails and heads-up dining food options.



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Each Four Points hotel offers a casual restaurant with a variety of menu options from breakfast to dinner (both dine-in and to-go) 
allowing guests to stay productive or relax and unwind. Hotels in North America highlight the list selected “Best Brews” with a 
weekly 90-minute Best Brews & BBQ event that features complimentary beer and BBQ appetizers.

Kick back, relax.

BRAND POS IT IONING
Where timeless classics are woven with modern details. Where 

business meets pleasure. Designed for the independent traveler 

seeking balance on the road, Four Points offers a chance to kick 

back and relax for a greater travel experience.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Independent Traveler. The Independent Traveler is career-

driven and hard-working, yet seeks a work-life balance. Strategists 

by nature, they know what they want and go for it. They tell it like 

it is. Social or seeking solitude, it depends on the day or occasion. 

They are flexible and easygoing, but never compromise their 

standards.

BRAND VALUE S
Honest | Uncomplicated | Comfort



F+B  OFFE RINGS
A lobby bar program consisting of expertly matched small plates with premium wines and local craft beers.

Go beyond for our guests through 

meaningful acts of service.

BRAND POSIT IONING
Sheraton is committed to go beyond through meaningful acts 

of service, purposeful design and relevant programming, so our 

guests can go beyond too – in their professions, personal lives 

and communities.

TARGET  G UE ST
Today’s Traveler. Today’s Traveler is collaborative, optimistic, 

hyper-connected, and engaged with their community. They put 

their all into every experience. They prefer brands with that have 

the same ambitious mindset.

BRAND VALUE S
Ambition | Empowerment | Heart



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Invented by famed barman Fernand Petiot at The St. Regis New York in 1934, the Bloody Mary remains the signature cocktail of the 
St. Regis brand. St. Regis welcomes guests to intimate Midnight Suppers, honoring the tradition of the St. Regis matriarch, Caroline 
Astor, and her lavish Gilded Age gatherings.

To Live Exquisite, 

combining the ubiquity  

of everyday life - to live - 

with the extraordinary -  

to be exquisite.

BRAND POSIT IONING
St. Regis perfects every aspect of every moment, finding care and 

pleasure in the most minute detail and creates an atmosphere of 

great subtlety and refinement. We aspire to an ideal that transcends 

the ordinary in every way.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Luminary. Luminaries are a class of global influencers and 

tastemakers who are ambitious, cultured and self-assured. 

Driven and accomplished, they use their influence to inspire their 

communities and further ideas, culture, and commerce. While 

extroverted, even unorthodox, they aren’t seeking validation - they 

know, and trust, themselves. They appreciate discretion and the 

beautiful things in life: intelligent, curated, detailed

BRAND VALUE S
Bespoke | Immersive | Exemplary | Address



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Eat Well: Maintain a healthy lifestyle while on the road with nutritious foods and energizing juices and smoothies.
Guests can recharge with the selection of SuperFoodsRx dishes, packed with powerful nutrients. 

Empowering well-being 

while traveling -

“Let’s Rise”

BRAND POS IT IONING
No matter what obstacles travel puts between our guests and 

their well-being, our signature wellness programs are thoughtfully 

designed to empower them to stay in control and soar above it 

all. Westin Hotels & Resorts is a place where guests can maintain 

their well-being, and together we can rise.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Achiever. Discerning, ambitious, nurturing and savvy 

personality, Achievers  strive for personal and professional 

achievement. In today’s always-on, fast-paced world, they engage 

in well-being routines to restore a sense of control and establish 

balance in their lives.

BRAND VALUE S
Personal | Instinctive | Renewal



F+B  OFFE RINGS
B&F at W is bold & unique, energized & connected, smart & fresh. 
Never chained, every concept is bespoke to the hotel, destination and local crowd.

To fuel our guests’ 

Lust for Life.

BRAND POS IT IONING
W Hotels’ mission is to fuel Lust for Life, igniting our guests’ 

obsessive desire to soak it in, live it up, and hit repeat. The brand’s 

iconic lifestyle passions and super-charged energy celebrate our 

guests’ endless appetite for what’s new/next, to see more, feel 

more, go longer & stay later. Defying expectations and breaking 

the norms of traditional luxury wherever the iconic W sign lands,    

W Hotels sits alongside luxury, and is not confined by it.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Disruptor. More than an iconic persona, the Disruptor is a 

mindset - a playfully irreverent approach to life. They are the 

undercover rebels among us who hide tattoos under suits, and a 

bold attitude behind good manners. Millennial-minded, affluent 

global professionals, they are cheeky, spontaneous, audacious  

and magnetic.

BRAND VALUE S
Bold | Witty | Insider



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Indigenous menu offerings, celebrating the locale of each hotel in restaurants, bars, lounges, and meetings/events.
Independent restaurants created by local chefs in many hotels. Renaissance bars/lounges are public space anchors that entice 
guests to meet/drink/discover.

“Business Unusual” -  

travel should not feel  

like business.

BRAND POSIT IONING
Renaissance feeds curiosity, fuels the imagination, and 

excites the senses by providing an open invitation to discover 

something unexpected and create experiences that pique our 

guests’ curiosity through unexpected experiences that go 

beyond the conventions of business travel. Deeply rooted within 

the DNA of each hotel’s neighborhood, Renaissance exists to 

change perceptions of an ordinary travel experience into new 

stories for our guests to share at their next stop.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Social Discoverer. Social Discoverers are defined by their 

boundless curiosity, and they see travel, particularly business 

travel, as an opportunity to “take it all in,” no matter how 

much or how little time they have.  Social creatures, they enjoy 

mingling with locals and collecting experiences so they can talk 

about them and share with others.

BRAND VALUE S
Intriguing | Indigenous | Independent



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Culturally inspired dining at on-site full service and chef-driven concept restaurants. 

Cultivating enriching 

experiences.

BRAND POSIT IONING
JW Marriott cultivates experiences that deepen and shape 

our guests’ lives through awe-inspiring spaces, programming 

inspired by guest passions, and warm and intuitive service.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Enrichment Seeker. Enrichment Seekers confidently pursue 

“more” in the world and in themselves. They see travel as an 

opportunity to engage with the world around them. Cultural 

connoisseurs, they value a warm and inviting hotel environment 

that enables them to be pursue their passions.

BRAND VALUE S
Authentic | Crafted | Intuitive | Warm



F+B  OFFERINGS
Expand horizons through fresh, seasonal menu items, signature crafted cocktails, and tasting opportunities.

Travel that propels you.

BRAND POSIT IONING
For ambitious and enterprising guests who see business travel as 

a driver of personal fulfillment and professional growth, Courtyard 

provides opportunities to  be their most creative and successful 

selves.

TARGET  GUE ST
The Trailblazer. Trailblazers are ambitious, self-reliant guests 

who value creativity and collaboration, and want work that offers 

fulfillment and enables them to express themselves. They are 

optimistic about business travel as part of a fast track to personal 

and professional growth. They understand that to be their most 

creative and persuasive selves, they will benefit from shifting gears 

in order to generate new ideas, and apply themselves refreshed. 

Ultimately, this helps them move forward on their journey toward 

personal fulfillment, recognition, and success.

BRAND VALUE S
Passionate | Ambitious | Inviting



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Seamless, smart, and fun - the F&B strategy is designed with the target in mind. Morning: Coffee, juice, bagels, fresh-cut fruits, and 
signature freshly-prepared hot breakfast Naans. Evening: Hand-crafted cocktails, regional beers and wines; light bites from the bar 
menu including signature Naans, made to order.  Guest arrival: check-in at the bar and get a complimentary cocktail. 

Style and fun at a killer 

price point.

BRAND POSIT IONING
Moxy is a fun, vibrant and stylish hotel designed for “always-on” 

guests who are turned on by new experiences - and price is just 

a pleasant surprise. Our lively communal spaces and energetic 

crew help our guests have a good time -- while they serve 

themselves when they want to. Smaller doesn’t mean reduced - 

but concentrated.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Fun Hunter. Living for now, being ‘in the know’ and excited 

by the new, Fun Hunters are curious and eager and seek out 

experiences worth talking about at a “killer” price point. They 

never switch off in today’s switched-on world. They are used to 

getting what they want, whenever they want it.  They realize  

that self-service is the best service. Fun Hunters are cheeky  

and free spirited.

BRAND VALUE S
Thoughtful | Spirited | Fun



F+B  OFFE RINGS
From classic drinks to innovative cocktails, Marriott Hotels bring the deeply American and casual spirit of bourbon to its guests, 
offering expertly curated Bourbon flights and handcrafted cocktails.

Foster guests’ ingenuity 

by helping to harness the 

sparks of inspiration that 

travel creates.

BRAND POSIT IONING
Marriott Hotels fosters ingenuity by offering spaces and 

experiences that keep the mind balanced, sharp and inspired. We 

enable moments of brilliance so guests feel successful, rewarded 

and accomplished.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Inventive Class. Future-forward, clever, and resourceful in 

solving problems. These status-seekers are entrepreneurs and 

innovators who aspire to ascend with original ideas that make an 

impact. They desire to be treated as bright minds and rising stars, 

and crave recognition. It is critical to them to step away from work 

to refresh their perspective and see new angles.

BRAND VALUE S
Inventive | Dynamic | Thoughtful



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Concept Bar: Highly designed space with handmade cocktails, premium wine, and local craft beer.
Grab & Go Marketplace: Full coffee/tea/espresso line, hot & cold breakfast offering; lunch optional.
Delta Elite Pantry: Self-serve

Simplify frequent travel 

by delivering the bare 

maximum.

BRAND POS IT IONING
For the Streamliner who desires productivity and efficiency, Delta 

Hotels delivers smart value, momentum and the opportunity to 

recharge and move seamlessly from one mission to the next.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Streamliner. Streamliners are all about quality over quantity, 

productivity and maintaining their routine when traveling. They  

feel hotels should allow you to maintain momentum throughout 

your many missions - getting work done, eating, exercising and 

getting a good night’s sleep.  Streamliners are pragmatic and  

value-conscious - they’ll pay a premium for quality essentials.

BRAND VALUE S
Pragmatic | Efficient | Seamless



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Michelin-starred restaurants featuring the finest global cuisines. Concept-driven restaurants and bars inspired by location and 
setting. The Ritz-Carlton strives to be the world’s finest provider of luxury bar experiences worldwide. 

Inspiring life’s most 

meaningful journeys.

BRAND POS IT IONING
Creating Indelible Marks: We create experiences so exceptional 

that long after a guest stays with us, the experience stays 

with them. The Ritz-Carlton is a place our guests can return to 

whenever they like, simply by closing their eyes.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Global Affluent Tribe. The Global Affluent Tribe (GAT) are 

bound by what they love more than where they live. They share 

five values:

Mobility: frequent global travel offers a life of perpetual discovery.

Success: people are no longer defined by where they come from, 

but rather their talent, creativity and entrepreneurial spirit.

Status: the new indicator of status is subject matter expertise and 

connoisseurship. 

Belonging: GAT members prefer connections to like-minded 

individuals rather than through wealth alone.

Consumption: the GAT prioritizes purchases that provide greater 

depth, meaning and purpose.

The Ritz-Carlton makes the greatest connection with the Tribe 

around mobility, belonging and consumption.

BRAND VALUE S
Legendary | Gracious | Inspiring



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Award-winning restaurants from our signature Old Hickory Steakhouse to classic regional fare.

Everything in one place,  

so you can have it all.

BRAND POSIT IONING
Gaylord Hotels® is a collection of hotels and upscale resorts that  

afford endless opportunities for leisure travelers and conventioneers.  

The brand’s hallmark—“everything in one place”—provides guests 

with diverse dining options, quality spa and fitness center services, 

top-notch entertainment, on-site shopping and endless activities. 

Gaylord Hotels is a pioneer in the hotel and convention industry 

with properties in the nation’s most desirable destinations.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Leisure Traveler and Conventioneer.  Known for its impressive 

scale and flawless customer service, Gaylord Hotels appeal not only 

to meeting planners and conventioneers as spectacular meeting 

venues, but to leisure travelers and families looking to celebrate life 

moments and create meaningful memories.

BRAND VALUE S
Passion | Integrity | Excellence



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Enhanced evening experience with premium wines and local bites available in The Market or in select locations with bars. 

Extras that add up to more.

BRAND POS IT IONING
SpringHill Suites is a fresh take on mixing business and pleasure, 

because it’s all about getting a little bit more so guests can 

enjoy their time away.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Smart Traveler. Accomplished travelers who seek comfort 

and quality but are delighted by hotels that offer a bit more 

than the expected. They appreciate hotel brands they know and 

see travel as an exciting opportunity to escape their routine and 

enjoy small indulgences.

BRAND VALUE S
Unexpected | Refreshing | Stylish



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Eat the way you want: Full kitchens in every suite, free grocery delivery service, and convenient 24-hour market.
Meet.Eat.Mix: Residence Inn Mix gives guests a chance to meet and mingle while enjoying tasteful food and drinks during  
evening events. Offerings include light-fare appetizers, hot grills options, and specialites from local hot spots and food trucks. 

Thrive: Live better on 

long stays.

BRAND POSIT IONING
For ambitious extended stay travelers who want to maximize 

their “found time,” Residence Inn’s passionate culture of service 

and upscale, residential offering provides an experience that 

fosters connections, enables exploration and helps guests 

thrive on long stays.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Maximizer. The Maximizer is accustomed to a life on 

the go, but strives to place equal value on work, home, 

and fun. Frequent travel cannot interrupt their lives, and is 

an opportunity to experience home “plus” - the style and 

comfort of their lifestyle with the added amenities of upscale 

hotel living that can accommodate their personal, social, and 

professional needs.

BRAND VALUE S
Spirited | Connected | Additive



F+B  OFFE RINGS
Curated, European-inspired breakfast selection. “AC Lounge”, featuring draft and craft signature cocktails, unique of beers and 
wines, and small-plate Tapas in the evening. Signature Gin & Tonic, local beverage rituals.

Perfectly designed for

modern business travel.

BRAND POSIT IONING
AC is thoughtfully designed for the traveler who prefers fewer 

things, that are better than good. We offer an urban modern, high-

style and carefully edited experience, for a feeling of harmony and 

creativity. We understand that modern travel, like modern business, 

requires thoughtful and constant evolution.

TARGET  G UE ST
The Curator. Curators are entrepreneurial and independent. They 

prefer to have fewer things, but expect them to be better than 

good. Through their entrepreneurial mindset, they approach life 

with optimism and curiosity, and are always looking to question 

what’s next. They don’t separate work and play. They see travel 

as a way to for them to create and curate genuine connections to 

people, experiences, and ideas that excite them.

BRAND VALUE S
Harmonious | Discerning | Modern


